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NOTE ON MIZOHATA TYPE OPERATORS

BY JONGSIK KIM AND SUNG-OCK Kt'l

Introduction

In this note we shall generalize a little further Sjostrand's results on Mizo
hata type operators developed in [4]. In [4J, Sjostrand considered a germ
of the Mizohata type vector field

L= ~ -itg(t,x);x' Reg(O,O)*O (*)

defined near the origin in RZ, where g has even Taylor expansion in t:

get, x) -g( -t, x) =0 (tOO) (**)

He defined two operators L h L z satisfying (*) and (**) to be equivalent if
L z can be obtained from L 1 upto smooth multiplier by a germ of diffeomor
phism (t, x) -'> (1, x) near the origin where 1 and .r are odd and even, res
pectively, in t to infinite order.

Let .12 be the set of the equivalent classes of vector fields satisfying (*)
and (**). The main result of [4J is that the equivalent classe6 in .12 can be
characterized by a certain equivalent classes of germs of diffeomorphisms
k : R-'>R with k(O) =0, k'>O.

In this note we shall generalize the situation one step further and thus
we consider germs of generalized Mizohata type vector fields of the forms

L= -~-- itkg(t, x) ;i' Re g(O, 0) *0,

where k=2n-l (n: positive integer) and where get, x) has Taylor ex
pansion

g (t, x) '""'".J ao (x) +aHl (x)tkH +aZ(HlltZ(k+ll + ... "',
and shall prove that the same results parallel to the ones in [4J can be
obtained with respect to the above vectorfield L.

1. The associated pair of elliptic operators

In the following we shall systematically work with germs of smooth func
tions, germs of vector fields, and germs of diffeomorphisms, all defined near
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the origin of R2. The diffeomorphisms will map the origin into itself.
We consider (a germ of) a generalized Mizohata type operator L of the

form

L= ~ -itkg (t, x) :x ' Re g(O, 0) *0 (1)

with k=2n -1 (n: positive integer), where get, x) has a Taylor expansion
in t

get, x) "'-'ao(x) +ak+l (x) tk+l+a2Ck+1l (x)t2 (k+1l+ ... (2)

when a function get, x) satisfies (2) we shall say that get, x) is a function
of tk+l .to infinite order.

We note that (2) is equivalent to the fact

get, x) -g(-t, x) =0 (tOO) (3)

giGS, x) -gi(-S, x) =0 (Soo) (i=l, 2..., n) (4)
1

where giGs, x) =g(s2i, x).

MAIN THEOREM. Let k: (t, x)-"(t(t, x), x(t, x» be a diffeomorphism such
that tzO iff tzO. We assume that x(t, x) is a function of tk+1 to infinite
order. Then L transforms into a nonvanishing factor times

L- . 0 . k- ( -) 0=at- tt g t, x ox'

Moreover, L transforms into a nonvanishing factor times L where g satisfies

(2) in t if and only if ~ and x are functions of tk+1 to infinite order.
t

. a a at a ox a a at a ox
Proof. Smce ox =-at at+ ox at and ox = at ox + ox ox'

we have from L= ~ -itkg(t, x) ;x

L (a at a ox) ·.b ( ) (a at, a ox)
= at --at+ ox at -wg t, x at ox" ox ox

=( at -ixkg(t x) at )_0_+( ox -itkg(t x») _0_ (5)
at ' ox at at 'ox

We note that k is a diffeomorphism such that tzO iff tzo. Hence k is a

diffeomorphism from t=O to t=O. Thus ~: *0. Therefore

r

ox. k ( ) ox ]
- (at . k 01 ) 0 at - tt g t, x ox a
L= ~-tt g (t, x)-'::I- -'::1-+ 0- , 0- '::Ix-ut ux ut ~ _ 'tk Ct ).-!.... u

at t g ,x ox
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Now since t(O,.i) =0, t(l,.i) =lp(l,.i) for a suitable smooth function p(l, .i).

Moreover, since .i=.i(t, x) satisfies (2), ~: =tkg(t, x) =tkr(t,.i) for a sui

table smooth function r (1, .i). Therefore, for suitable !(l,.i) and g (1, .i),

L=!(l,.i)(~ +ilkg(l,.i) a~).

Now we shall prove the latter part of the theorem. The case for n = 1 is
proven by Sjostrand in [4]. We shall prove for the case of n=2 and thus
k=3. That get, x) satisfies (2) for k=3 is equivalent to (3) and (4) for i=l.

Let r be the reflection r ; (t, x) ---'> (-t, x). Then setting s= -t in (5), we
have

r*L=- ~ +iskg(-s,x) ;x.

If g(t, x) satisfies (3), g(s,x)-g(-s,x)=O(SOO). Setting s=t, we have

r*L= -( ~ - itk {g (t, x) +0 (t")} :x)

= - L + itkO (t'''') _0_ox
and hence r *L= - L+O (tOO). (6)

Conversely, if (6) holds, we have (3). Therefore (3) is equivalent to (6).
Similar argument shows that (4) for i=l is equivalent to

r *L1= - L 1+0 (rOO

)

when we set L 1 = ; -irgl (r, x).

SujJiciency

We assume that ~ is a function of t4 to infinite order. Now if k(t, x) =
t

(t, .i), then

k( -t, x) = (-1 +0 (tOO) , .i+0 (tOO».

In fact, 1=1 (t, x) is odd toinfinite order in t and hence

let, x) +l( -1, x) =O(tOO ).

That is, t(-t, x) =-t(t, x) +O(tOO ).
On the while, .i=Ii(t, x) is a function of t 4 to infinite order and hence it

is even to infinite order in t. Therefore,

Ii(t, x) -li( -t, x) =0 (tOO).

That is, .i (-t, x) =.i (t, x) +0 (tOO).

Thus krk-1=r+0(t
OO

) since k(O(tOO» =0 (tOO) , and from
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(k7:k- 1) *L=k*,"* (k* -1L) =k*,"*L
=-k*(L+O(tOO» =-L+o(r)

it follows that

'"*L= - L+o (tOO).
This is equivalent to the fact

gel, x) =g(-l, x) +o(r).

Now we consider diffeomorphisms from the upper half plane to the upper
half plane such that

if>: (t, x)~ (s, x) where s=t2

p: (l, x)~(s, x) where S=l2.

We consider the diffeomorphism f.t=<jJkif>-l: (s, x)~(s, x) from s~o to
s~ O. This diffeomorphism can naturaIIy be extended to the lower half plane
such that

In fact,
Therefore
which says

f.t: (s,x)~(l,x) byl=-(-l) fors<O.

l"-'t(b1 (x) +bs (x)t4+bg (x)t8+ •••).
l2"-'t2(b1 (x) +bs (x) t4+bg (x) r + ...) 2,

s "-' s(b1 (x) +bS (X)S2+bg (x)s4+ •.. )2

can be extended as a smooth function for s<O. Similarly x=x(t4, x) =X(S2, x)
can bedefined as a smooth function for s<O.

Now we notice that the diffeomorphism f.l : (s, x) ~(s, x) satisfies that s is
odd and x is even in s to infinite order. Notice also that

,f,.*L= (--L_ is gl (s, x) 0). j-
'fJ os 2 ox vs,

ff. L--( 0 _.- gl(S,X) 0) .j-

'1-'* - os tS 2 ox v s

and hence

(
0 . gl (s, x) 0) _ 0 _.- gl (s, x) 0

f.t* ---a;- - tS 2 ox - os tS 2 ox •

If gl (s, x) satisfies (4), then gl (s, x) is even in s. Therefore from the Lemma
1. 1 in [4J, it follows that gl (s, x) is even in s to infinite order.

Necessity

We first remark that under the assumption (3) : If (7 : (t, x)~(l, i) is a
diffeomorphism such that O"lt~o=id.and (7*L f(t, x)L+O(tOO) for a suitable
smooth function f, then 1= +t + 0 (tOO) and

x=x+O~~ (n
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To see (7) wc note that the problem

Lu=O (t'''), u (0, x) =x

admits a solution u (t, x) with the Taylor expansion

it4
u(t, x) "-'x+-

4
- g (0, x) +cs(x)t8+ .•.

In fact, u(O,x)=x, and

Lll=(-(j~~-it3g(t,X)-(j(jx )u

_~it3K(Q• .r) -I 8C8(X)t7+ ...
=it3(gW, x) +a4(x)t4+ a8 (x)ts+ ... )

[1--!-- i~~g' (0, x) +cs' (x) tS + ··1
Therefore we may determine C4n (x) successively so that Lu=O (tOO).

:\Tow if V=U-fl*U, we have
Lu=Lu-L(J*u=Lu- fl*Lu

=Lu- (f(t, x) L+O (too» u=o (tOO),
v(O, x) =u(O, x) - ((J*u) (0, x)

=u(O, x) -u((J(O, x» =u(O, x) -u(O, x) =0.

Thus by the uniqueness of the solution, we have

v=O(tOO ) , or fl*U=U+O(t OO ).

Thus we have

171

it4
x+4 g (0, x) +cs(x)ts+ .. ·+O(tOC

)

• 4

=x+Tg(O, x) +cs(x)ls+ .."

whence .i'=x+O((") and l=±t+O(tOO) since Reg(O,O):;i:O. Thus (5) is
deduced.
~ow we assume that gCl, i') satisfies (3) and (4) for i=1. That gel, x)

~ g( -1, .r) =0 (tOO) implies 'I:*L= -L+o(100). On the other hand, we consider
the map krk- 1 and assume that k (t, x) = Cl, x).

Since (krk- 1) *L=k*'r* (k* -1 L) =k*'r*L
= - k* (L+O (tOO» = - L+o (tOO),

by the preceding remarks applied for (J'=krk-l, we have

(k7:k- 1) : cl, x) ~ (±l+O(tOO),x+O(lOO».
Therefore

k( -1, x) =kr(t, x) = (krk-1) (l, x)
= Cl +0(100), x+O(lOO» or (-1+O(r), x+O(lOO».
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Since k(l, x) = (1, x) and k is a diffeomorphism, this implies

k( -1, x) = (-l+O(t"O) , x+O(lOO».

Thus (kTk-l) : (1, x) ~(-l+0(100
), x+O(lOO».

Therefore krk-1=..-+O (lOO).

The commutative diagram

k-l
(t, x)~(__(1, x)

1..- 1..-
(-t, x) k )(-1+0(1""), x+O(l""»

implies that 1 is odd and x is even in 1 to infinite order.
Finally we focus our attention to the condition (4) for i=l. Thus we

assume that gl(s,l)-gl(-S,X) =0 (SOO). Since 1 is odd and x is even in tto
infinite order by the preceding argument, we have

1,....., bl (x) t+b3(x)t3+bs(x)ts+ +....
Hence 12,....., dl (x)t2+d4(X)t4+d6(X)t6+ •..•

That is, 1,....., d l (x)s+d4(x) s2+d6 (x)s3+.... (9)

where s=f2 and s=t2. Since x is even in t to infinite order,

x=eo (x) +e2 (x) s+e4 (x) s2+ .... (10)

By (9) and (10) the diffeomorphism f.t: (s, x)~(s, x) defined in the upper
half plane s~O can be extended as a diffeomorphism for the full neighbor
hood of the origin. Also by this extended diffeomorphism f.t,

L I = ~ - is El (s2 x) ;x transforms into a smooth multiple of L I = ~

- is itI (i x) ;x. Therefore the same argument we used in the above

applied for L =_0_ _ is El (s, x) _0_ and L = _0__ is gl (s, x) _0_
1 AS 2 ox I os 2 ox

concludes that s is odd andx is even in s to infinite order (cf. also Lemma
1. 1 in [4J). Thus

S r-v dl (x)s+d3(x)S3+ .•. ,

x,....., eo (x) +e4 (x) S2+ es (x) S4+ ....

That is,

12,....., d l (x)t2+d6 (x)t6 + ••.

x r-v eo (x) +e4 (x)t4+es (x)t8+ .•.

(11) is possible only when

1 r-v bl (x) t+bs(x) t5+b9 (x)t9 + ....

(11)
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Therefore -.L.. and x are functionsof t4 to infinite order. This completes our
t

proof for k=3.
For the general case for k=2 n -1, we can use the above arguments recur-

sively. (Q. E. D. )

(12)Where

are elliptic with
y=O.

Conversely, if

The map k which satisfies latter part of the theorem is called an admissible
transformation.

Consider the map (t, x) ----> (y, x), y= 1 t HI . Then if L is given by
k+1

(l) and (2), we see that

Llt::-o=tkL,., Lltso=tkL-
o _1 0

L±=ay-ig (::=[(k+1)y] Rcl, x)~

smooth coefficients in y ~ 0 and agree to infinite order on

L±=_O_-ig±(y,x)_o_ay ox

is such a pair of elliptic operators which agree to infinite order at y=O, then
we can define an operator L satisfying (1) and (2) by setting

g(t,x) =g±( k~l tk+l, x) for t~O (13)

We call (L+, L-) an admissible pair. An admissible pair of diffeomorphisms
(k+, k-) is a pair of diffeomorphisms k±: {y ~ O} ----> (y~ O} smooth up to the
x-axis and conserving the x-axis which agree to infinite order. The admis
sible pair (L+, L_) is obtained from (L+, L-) by an admissible transformaton
if L,,=f±((k±)*L±) for suitable nonvanishing factors f, where (k+,k-) is
an admissible pair of diffeomorphisms.

It can be easily proved that the map (t, x) ----> ( :~~ , x) gives nse to a

bijeetion between the set of 3dmissible tmnsformation and the set of 3dmi
ssible pairs (h, k-) of diffeomorphisms.

2. Applications

Once the main theorem in 1 is proved, the theorems in Sjostrand [4J can
be generalized to our operator L satisfying (1) and (2). The proofs 3re all
exactly same as in [4]. For eX3mple, we h3ve
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(14)

THEOREM 2. 1. If L satisfies (1) and (2), there exists an admissible trans
formation taking L into

- a k( ( )) aL=7it- it l+p t, x ox

where p vanishes for t:S;; O.

Following Sj6strand we also define for two (germs of) diffeomorphisms:
with positive derivatives k1, k2 : R-+R with ki(O) =O(i=l, 2) to be equivalent
if k1=hok2 og and h, g are analytic diffeomorphisms with positive derivatives.

Let I(({, be the set of such equivalent class of diffeomorphisms k : R-+R with
k(O) =0, k'>O. If L 1 and L 2 are two operators satisfying (1) and (2) we
say that they are equivalent if one obtained from the other by an admissible
transformation.

Let .f2 be the set of such equivalent classes. We have

THEOREM 2.2. There is a bijective map between .f2 and I(({,.

The proof is again same as the one in [ 4J. We omit the proof.
Consequences of the Theorem 2.2 are as follows. (cf. [2J and [4J)

COROLLARY 1. Let L satify (l) and (2). Let (the germ) uECl(R2)
satisfying du(O, 0) *0 and Lu=O. Then L is equivalent to

o _.tk 0
?it Z ox·

COROLLARY 2. There exists L satisfying (1) and (2) such that uECl,.
Lu=O implies u=const.
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